
specific DNA sequences, and cut up the isolated DNA into fragments at those sequences)  
(ii) use PCR to amplify gene of interest 
b. choose vector  
may insert it into a smaller ‘carrier’ molecule of DNA or plasmid which is then inserted into a 
bacterial host and generate multiple copies of the specific gene 

1. Isolating DNA - Alkaline Lysis
- plasmids replicate independently from the chromosomal DNA
- plasmids can be used as a vector to clone and transfer genes for scientific purposes
steps:
1. obtain source for DNA (eg. E coli bacterial cells)  

i. centrifuge them at 8000rpm to pellet cells (they collect at the bottom due to density 
ii. discard supernatant (media/serum)  
iii. resuspend cells in Tris/EDTA solution - Tris maintains pH 8 and EDTA inhibits DNAses which 
could degrade the DNA  (EDTA chelates the divalent ion which allows the DNAses to function)

2. lyse cells to release contents (DNA, RNA and proteins)  
i. adding NaOH and SDS (alkaline and detergent) lyses the bacterial cell wall  
ii. add potassium acetate to neutralise the solution and centrifuge (otherwise high pH would 
cause denaturation of plasmid DNA)

3. separate DNA 
i. transfer supernatant containing plasmid DNA, add isopropanol 
to precipitate highly polar DNA, spin  
(isopropanol has a hydrogen bonding capacity that is less that of 
water, DNA collapses on itself)  
ii. pour off supernatant, add 70% ethanol to wash off additional 
salts, spin  
iii. pellet of DNA dried, then redissolved in water or buffer

4. analyse isolated DNA for purity  
i. agarose gel electrophoresis or UV spectrophotometry

2. Obtaining DNA Fragment of Interest
- to obtain fragment of interest from a long, linear chromosome, there are two ways:
i. use restriction enzymes to cut DNA at specific sites (screen for fragment of interest) 
ii. use PCR to amplify gene of interest 

 



Restriction Enzymes
- restriction enzymes are hydrolases that are also 

called restriction endonucleases
- isolated from bacteria and archaea to prevent 

against viral infections
- digest DNA within a specific nucleotide sequence 

(recognition site)
- recognition sequence is often 4-6 base pairs in 

length and is often palindromic

Types of Ends  
i. sticky
- digested DNA may have 

‘sticky’ (overhanging) ends depending 
on where the enzyme cuts the 
nucleotide recognition site

- sticky ends of complementary 
sequences can reanneal via H bonding, 
but phosphodiester bonds have to be 
formed between adjacent bases by DNA 
ligase

ii. blunt
- digested DNA may have blunt ends (no 

overhang) depending on the restriction 
enzyme

- hydrogen bonds are not cut and 
phosphodiester bonds can then be formed 
between broken bonds of adjacent bases - 
DNA ligase again required

RE Hydrolysis
- restriction enzymes catalyse the hydrolysis 

of the phosphodiester bond between 3’ 
oxygen and phosphorus in the DNA 
backbone

- produces two products: a DNA strand with 
a free 3’ hydroxyl group and another 
strand with a free 5’ phosphoric group

- typically require Mg+2 as a catalyst - 
positions water molecule for a nucleophilic 
attack on phosphate 

Southern Blot Analysis
- allows identification of gene of interest via hybridisation
- hybridisation: the process of forming a double-stranded nucleic acid from two complementary 

strands



- double stranded DNA will readily dissociate with the application of heat or alkaline conditions, 
cooling the DNA will cause it to renature/hybridise

- use sequence-specific probe complementary to the 
gene of interest; a small synthetic probe or 
oligonucleotide, a short sequence of ssDNA

- the probes hybridise to DNA fragment and a radio-
labelled or fluorescent so they can be visualised

- a critical parameter in hybridisation is the melting 
temperature (Tm), which is the temperature at which 50% 
of the double-stranded DNA will dissociate to become 
single-stranded

- gel with DNA fragments exposed to alkaline solution - 
denatures double-stranded DNA molecules within the gel

- whilst soaking apply nitrocellulose filter on top of gel with paper towel for weight 
- alkaline solution passes through sponge and up through the gel 
- replica of agarose gel appears on nitrocellulose filter but molecules are single-stranded
- incubated in solution with specific DNA probe which hybridises with the complementary band
- need right conditions for annealing eg. right temperature, right salt concentration
- remove unbound probe and expose nitrocellulose filter to X-ray film or fluorescent scanner to 

detect probe bound to target sequence
- return to agarose gel to identify band corresponding to bound 

probe, excise the DNA fragment from the gel using a clean 
scalpel

- add beta agarase I enzyme to break down agarose and 
release DNA, use DNA binding column to separate the DNA 
from other materials that may be present

- can also use similar techniques for other molecules:  
RNA from agarose gels to membranes - Northern Blotting  
Proteins from polyacrylamide gels to membranes - Western 
Blotting



Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
- in vitro amplification of a DNA sequence and relies on thermal cycling (heating and cooling of 

Gemma Louise Lesliea reaction)
- 3 steps: denaturation, annealing, extension
- requires a thermostable DNA polymerase and some knowledge of the sequence of the gene of 

interest as sequence-specific primers are required
- provides an alternative to Southern Blotting

PCR Components
- Taq polymerase which catalyses the addition of nucleotides at 3’ end
- sequence-specific primers (oligonucleotides) which flank the sequence of interest
- nucleotide bases (dNTPs)
- reaction buffer with essential cofactors which depend upon DNA polymerase requirements
- thermal cycler which regulates the 

temperature

Oligonucleotide Primers
- short sequence of DNA (approx. 

15-25 bases) complementary to the 
target sequence

- will hybridise to ssDNA
- make primers that are 

complementary to both sides of a 
dsDNA strand - a top primer and a 
bottom primer

Primer Design Consideration
- increasing primer length increases specificity
- reduce number of mismatches to increase specificity
- 3’ end of primer should end in G or C: strength of base-pairing at the 3’ end is critical as this is 

where extension of the primer must begin in order to reproduce the sequence
- GC content should be between 40-60% as it affects the Tm
- avoid secondary structures such as hairpins (self-annealing within the primer) and primer dimers 

(two primers annealing to each other)
- if you want to include a restriction enzyme site you can add it at the 5’ end

Annealing 
- annealing temperature (Tann) is the temperature 

at which 50% of primers anneal to DNA
- the Tann needs to be determined by observation, 

but can be approximated at 5 degrees below 
the calculated Tm for both primers

PCR Process
1. heat to separate strands of dsDNA  

- around 96 degrees
2. cool to Tann 

- allows oligonucleotides to anneal to 
strands

3. heat to 72 degrees  
- this is the active temperature for taq 
polymerase, allowing it to extend the strands 
using dNTPs in the solution

4. repeated in a cyclic fashion  
- this means the number of PCR products soon vastly outnumbers the original DNA strands  
- the no. of target DNA fragments produced = 2n where n is the number of cycles



Lecture 3

Plasmids as Vectors
- bacterial plasmids are circular and have two main purposes: DNA cloning and protein 

expression
- replicate independently and can be used as a vector for recombinant DNA cloning
- cloning plasmids contain a gene of interest that can be manipulated or stored for further use eg. 

pUC19
- expression plasmids are used to produce a recombinant plasmid that contains a gene encoding 

a protein that you which to produce copies or quantities of for further biochemical analyses eg. 
pGEX

- cloning plasmids require features that enable insertion of a foreign piece of DNA into the MCS 
(gene of interest) and features that allow replication of the plasmid within a bacterial host cell

- expression plasmids require features that promote transcription and translation within a host cell

Features of a Cloning Plasmid
- ORI: initiation of DNA replication which allows 

independent replication
- MCS: multiple cloning site in which many recognition 

sequences for endonucleases are found, allowing the 
insertion of foreign DNA

- gene for selection: generally an antibiotic resistance 
gene eg. ampR

- unique RE: restriction sites for restriction mapping - 
known sites that produce a distinct banding pattern via 
electrophoresis

- LacZ gene: allows blue-white selection via encoding beta 
galactosidase 


